
6 days Swissness program in 
Zurich, Lucerne & Interlaken



Zurich

Lucerne

Interlaken



6 days program



Day 1 – your program :

• Arrival at Zurich airport

• Guided Culinary Tour

• Welcome dinner at restaurant Zunfthaus zur Waag

• Overnight in Zurich



Zurich

The cosmopolitan city by the water combines creative urban life
with nature in all its glory. Zurich is abuzz with activity day and
night with its countless events, diverse museums, own food
festival and Switzerland’s most vibrant nightlife. And if you’re
after rest and relaxation, you can be in the Swiss mountains in
less than an hour.

Zurich is Switzerland’s centre of economic life and education.
Located in the heart of Europe, the city offers all the modern
amenities of a cosmopolitan metropolis, without sacrificing its
natural side. Zurich has for years ranked among the world’s top
cities in terms of quality of life. It is a boutique city that offers
everything that implies, albeit in small and exquisite format.

©MySwitzerland



Guided Culinary Tour

A landsknecht – a mercenary foot soldier in
the 16th and 17th centuries – will take you
on a fascinating and eventful tour of
discovery through Zurich´s Old Town and
relate all kinds of anecdotes and interesting
information about the cuisine of bygone
days. On the way, participants also have
the opportunity to try various local
specialties, such as Hüppen, Tirggel,
Muskazinli, Froschauer sausage, and a taste
or two of wine..

©ZurichTourismus



At the Zunfthaus zur Waag, opposite the Fraumünster with its famous Chagall windows, you can dine and party in an elegant old town
atmosphere. Discover for yourself an authentic piece of Zurich's history and be inspired by our hospitality in our historic building from
1315.

Right across the street from the Zunfthaus zur Waag, the cloister of the former Fraumünster monastery church offers you the
opportunity to experience an aperitif of a different kind. Beautiful wall designs and a historic fountain ensure a relaxed atmosphere -
both in the open air and in the covered area.

Welcome dinner – Zunfthaus zur Waag
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This history-steeped establishment lies directly opposite Zurich Main Station. Both the famous Bahnhofstrasse and the up-and-coming
Europaallee are just a stone’s throw away. The 99 rooms and suites skillfully combine modern-day amenities with stylish luxury.

The lavish champagne breakfast is included for all overnight guests, while in the La Soupière restaurant visitors are treated to regional
and French cuisine. Light delicacies and antipasti are served in the Café Gourmet. In addition, the Schweizerhof Bar is the perfect place to
bring the day to a close with a drink in elegant surroundings.

The historical Hotel Schweizerhof in Zurich’s city center offers soundproof meeting rooms for 2–60 participants.

Hotel Schweizerhof Zurich 4*S

©Hotel Schweizerhof Zurich ©Hotel Schweizerhof Zurich©Hotel Schweizerhof Zurich



Day 2 – your program : 

• Morning : Chocolate workshop at the Lindt Home of Chocolate or visit 
of the FIFA Museum

• Transfer to Lucerne

• Special dinner at restaurant Olivo Casino

• Overnight in Lucerne



Option 1 :

Chocolate workshop

In the unique atmosphere of the Lindt
chocolateria, course participants receive an
exciting introduction to the world of Lindt
chocolate. Afterwards, the participants
create their own champagne truffle and
decorate two different types of delicious
pralines. At the end of the course each
participant will wrap his or her creations in
a decorative package and take them home.

©Lindt Home of Chocolate
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Option 2 :

FIFA Museum

Immerse yourself in the fascinating world of
Pele, Maradona and Marta. Discover the
highlights of the museum and hear the
fascinating stories behind our exhibitions. Our
tour guides will take you on a journey through
the exciting history of international football. ©ZurichTourismus

©FIFAMuseum



Lucerne

Complete with gable paintings, the covered, medieval Chapel
Bridge forms the centerpiece of Lucerne’s townscape and is
considered to be one of the oldest, covered wooden bridges in
Europe. A further landmark of the town is the Museggmauer, a
wall which, with the exception only of one of its towers, has been
preserved in its original, well-fortified state.

Historic houses decorated with frescoes line the picturesque town
squares as they do the ‘Weinmarkt’ square in the car-free old
town. Lucerne is a city of town squares and churches. The Jesuit
church dating from the 17th century is regarded as Switzerland’s
first sacral Baroque building and the twin towers of the Hofkirche
form an integral part of the townscape. The figure of a dying lion
which was hewn from the face of rock in remembrance of the
heroic death of Swiss guards killed during an attack on the
Tuileries in 1792 is one of the best-known monuments in
Switzerland. And with its 112-metre-long Bourbaki panorama,
Lucerne possesses one of the world’s few maintained, mammoth
circular paintings.

©MySwitzerland



With the impressive view from the large lakeside terrace and the elegant atmosphere inside, the Olivo restaurant invites you to take a 
short culinary break whatever the weather. Chef Hugues Blanchard and his team will spoil you at noon and in the evening with exquisite 
delights of the varied and light Mediterranean cuisine. Exquisite wines accompany the delicious creations and complete the 
Mediterranean feast.

Dinner – Olivo Casino

©GrandCasinoLucerne©GrandCasinoLucerne©GrandCasinoLucerne



The Radisson Blu Hotel, Lucerne is your superior accommodation choice in one of Switzerland's most charming cities. Surrounded by the
famed mountains of Switzerland, the hotel is ideal for business travelers, hikers, skiers and those on a leisurely holiday. The 189 rooms
and suites are a home away from home with their many amenities. Dine on delectable Mediterranean dishes at LUCE Restaurant, and
don't miss the chance to try a creative cocktail or vintage wine at the LUCE Bar and LUCE Wine Lounge. On-site services include a fitness
center, a sauna and steam bath, in addition to innovative event facilities.

Radisson Blu Lucerne 4*

©Radisson Hotels
©Radisson Hotels
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Day 3 – your program

• Option 1 – Full day at Mount Titlis including Swiss Olympic games

• Option 2 – Full day at Mount Rigi including visit of the cheese
manufacture at the top. Descent in a vintage train

• Dinner at Anker Restaurant

• Overnight in Lucerne



Option 1 –

Mount Titlis

The TITLIS Rotair cable car rotates its way up
towards the snow-covered summit of TITLIS.
The world's first revolving cable car transports
you from the middle station at Stand up to the
summit station at 3,020 metres above sea-level.

Swiss Olympic Games

Welcome to our Alps ! The Swiss Olympiad is
very versatile. From Chriesstein wide spits to
wood saws to boots throwing, your Olympics will
be great, fun and typically Swiss.

©MySwitzerland
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Option 2 – Mount 

Rigi
After a scenic ascent ride by cogwheel train, you
will reach your goal, the summit of Rigi - Rigi Kulm.
Do you know that you can spot as many as 13
lakes from the viewpoint? The majestic panoramic
view on the top of Mt. Rigi is an absolute «must
see».

Cheese dairy

Alp Chäserenholz is located just a few minutes walk
from the Rigi Kulm, in a fabulous location with a
breathtaking view of the Alps from Schwyz to
Central Switzerland. In addition to the cosy village
tavern and places to stay overnight, a cheese
factory has also played a major role here for the
past four years. Every summer, Alpine shepherd
Franz-Toni Kennel produces up to 12,000 kilograms
of cheese.

©SBB
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Historic steam train 

You can hear the old steam horse approaching
from far away as it chugs up the mountain and
across the Mount Rigi peninsula. The steam
locomotive leisurely consumes more than 450 kg
of coal and 2000 liters of water during the
journey from Vitznau to Rigi.

©RigiBahnen
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The grill restaurant for connoisseurs and those who want to become one.
The finest, crisp and juicy meats, as befits a grill restaurant, as well as tender compositions of fish or crispy grilled vegetables are 
created in the glowing embers of the "Josper-Grill".

Dinner – Anker restaurant

©Hotel Restaurant Anker ©Hotel Restaurant Anker ©Hotel Restaurant Anker



Day 4 – your program

• Free morning

• Transfer to Interlaken

• Dinner at at Alpenblick restaurant

• Overnight in Interlaken



Interlaken

By the beginning of the 19th century Interlaken in the Bernese
Oberland had already become renowned for its impressive
mountain scenery. Famous contemporaries such as Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe and Felix Mendelssohn traveled in these
mountains. Interlaken's success as a tourist destination was
further enhanced by the completion of the Bernese Oberland
Railway in 1890 and the Jungfrau Railway in 1912.

As a vacation destination and convention location of international
importance, Interlaken is an ideal starting point for countless
excursions. Over 45 mountain railways, cable cars, chair lifts and
ski lifts lead to 200 kilometers of pistes and a dense network of
hiking trails. Excursion ships, including historic paddle steamers,
ply the waters of Lake Thun and Lake Brienz.

©MySwitzerland



The excellent cuisine of the Alpenblick restaurant is known far beyond the Jungfrau region. Our great chef Richard Stöckli cooks with 
pure passion. He looks after a lush garden of fruit, vegetables and herbs behind the house. Much of what we serve you comes from the 
garden or from our own cows on the mountain pasture. 

Dinner – Alpenblick
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Hotel Royal St Georges Interlaken MGallery Collection is in one of most liked Swiss resorts between Thun and Brienz. The 4 star
superior hotel facing Alps with Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau view gives relaxation with historical charm and modern comfort. At Brasserie
St. Georges, Ingo Hoendges pleases with every trick in the book. The ballroom near Bar Lounge Royal is for banquets or meetings for
up to 150 people.

Hotel Royal St Georges 4*

©AccorHotels ©AccorHotels ©AccorHotels



Day 5 – your program

• Full day excursion at the Jungfraujoch

• Apero in the Ice Palace

• Dinner at At Lisi restaurant

• Overnight in Interlaken



Jungfraujoch

The view of the Jungfrau is already
impressive, even from the valley below, so
imagine flying over the mountains in
helicopter.

The steep north face that rises 3,000 metres
from the valley below is particularly eye-
catching! At 4,158 metres above sea level,
the Jungfrau is the Bernese Alps’ third-highest
peak. The Mönchsjoch Hut acts as the
starting point for ascents via the normal
route, which goes over the Rottalsattel
mountain pass and the southeast ridge and
up to the summit. And the Jungfrau is truly
imposing from up high too. Including views of
the UNESCO-listed Jungfrau Aletsch area.

©JungfrauRegion
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Apéritif at dizzying heights -visitors enjoy this experience at the Ice Bar on the Jungfraujoch. In the 
middle of the ice palace, participants enjoy a delicious aperitif and warm their hearts even in freezing 
temperatures.

Apéritif – Ice Bar

©Madeinbern

©Jungfrau



Our philosophy is that everything beautiful should be shared. So let's start with the best: food. Quality time with quality people enjoying 
quality food. This is our heaven on earth.
We are happy to serve you all the dishes, drinks and other delicacies you can enjoy in our Lisi Restaurant on the terrace.

Dinner – Restaurant Lisi

©TheHeyHotel ©TheHeyHotel ©TheHeyHotel ©TheHeyHotel



Day 6 – your program

• Morning at leisure

• Transfer to Zurich airport



Wish you a nice trip

SWISS MOTIVATION TRAVEL
Rue Barton 7, 1201 Geneva,
Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 22 731 65 20      
Email. smtravel@dmcgva.ch

SMT Team


